
Player accidentally moves his/her ball during search. Rule #7 - No Penalty - Replace it as you found it.

Player double hits ball. Rule #10 - No Penalty - Play it where it lies.

Laying club down to line up shot. Rule #10 - no longer allowed - General Penalty

Team Play- partner helping to line up shot. Rule #10 - no longer allowed - General Penalty

If player hits him/herself or equipment. Rule #11 - No Penalty - Play it where it lies.

In bunker - removing loose impediments and movable 

obstructions.

Rule #12 - No Penalty - except if you move your ball, 

then replace it - General Penalty 

Player touches sand in bunker when ball is in the bunker. Rule #12 - No Penalty - except when a player touches 

sand (1) with hand to test conditions (2) making a 

practice swing (3) with the club in the area right behind 

or in front of the ball or (4) in making the backswing 

for the stroke.   

Replacing a ball on the putting green when it moves from 

its spot after it already had been marked, lifted and 

replaced.

Rule #13 - No Penalty - Your ball must be replaced on 

its original spot.  But, if the ball has not been marked, 

lifted and replaces, then you play it from its new spot.

Improvements allowed on putting green Rule #13 - You may repair damage on the putting 

green as nearly as possible  to its original condition.

Putting with an unattended flagstick left in the hole Rule #13 - No Penalty - If your ball played from the 

putting green (or anywhere else) hits the unattened 

flagstick in the hole. 

Ball resting against the flagstick in the hole Rule #13 - If any part of your ball is in the hole below 

the surface of the putting green, your ball is treated as 

holed.Ball drop Rule #14 - The ball must be dropped straight down 

from knee height (the highest of the player's knee when 

in a standing position).

Ball dropped in right way must come to rest in relief area. Rule #14 - The ball must come to rest in the relief area 

where it was dropped. If the comes to rest ouside of the 

relief area, the player will drop a second time in the 

relief area. If the ball comes to rest outside the relief 

area, the player will place it where the ball first touched 

the ground on the second drop.

Taking relief from a ball embedded in its own pitch mark Rule #16 - A player may take relief without penalty for 

an embedded ball anywhere in the "general area", 

unless a local rule has been adopted.

Relief from "Penalty Area" (red or yellow stakes) Rule #17 - One stroke penalty.

Playing out of the "Penalty Area". Rule #17 - If a player decides to play out of a Penalty 

Area, he/she is now able to move loose impediments, 

touch the ground with hand or club, gound the club and 

take practice swings with no penalty.

Lost ball - Search time. Rule #18 - You now have only 3 minutes.

Relief options for unplayable ball in bunker Rule #19 - You can now take relief outside the bunker 

back on the line from the hole through where the ball 

was at rest for 2 penalty stokes.


